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Log Prices, G"60"

No changes have been reported in the prices for logs.
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Japanese importers are indicating that, during June, log
shipments have been slow and exporter prices are finn
This, it is felt in Japan, is largely because log suppliers
have tried to fulfill their obligation to the domestic markets.
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Crimeroo" Log Prices

The present log market in Japan is Yen7,900 per koku CIF
for Me ranti logs for plywood manufacturing (20% small
logs), and Yen6,700 per koku for logs from FNC for
plywood manufacturing (50% Taun and Calophylum).

In Papua New Guinea the Forest Industries Association
orlA) has announced that they would stop logging after
August I as a measure to resist the new royalties and taxes
that the government has proposed. However, it is uncertain
whether all the log suppliers have agreed to stop logging.
Japan's log imports from Papua New Guinea during the
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first five months this year were some 35% of total imports of Report/rein MCIqysi"
tropical timber from Southeast Asia. If logging is stopped in

The demand for Rubberwood logs continues to be the inqjorPNG then the impact would be far reaching.
concern for the primary industries in P. Malaysia. With the
current strong demand for Rubbeiwood sawnwood millers
are focusing on cutting thin boards from the available smaller
logs in order to capitalise on demand, This is resulting in
table manufacturers being unable to secure adequate supplies,
especially of thicker sections (31/4 iris), forthe manufacture
of table legs,
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International Prices

Brazil

In press statements released in Brazil it has been announced
that the Brazilian President has signed legislation banning
the felling of Mahogany and Virola. The news release states
that the ban will be in effect for 2 years, At the same time
legislation has been enacted to limit the area of forest that
can be cleared for grazing land. This ban will have far
reaching consequences for the Brazilian trade in sawnwood
and plywood.
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The demand for LKS sawnwood for the Asian market is

strong, his reported that two large shippmentswill beleaving
Para in the next few weeks.
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Domestic Sawnwood Prices

Reportfi'Din Brazil

Me ranti prices have firmed slightly and the Dutch market
has, reported Iy, been more active. In Japan the price for
imported laminated lumber of Perupok fuiger-jointed lumber,
A-quality, is Yen 145,000-150,000, this is about Yen 5,000
higher than the previous month price.
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new orders but prices are low, according to Brazilian exporters ratw"" Pi'ovi"ce of Chin, ,
and they are not accepting big orders in expectation of
improving prices. The market is expected to react strongly per C, ,. in
to the restrictions on felling of Virola and Mahogany, exports Us$585

of sawn and plywood are expected to decline sharply. DSSS50

M"laysi",, Plywood

Export prices for plywood have been firm over the past 4-6 Domestic Plywood Prices
weeks. Demand has improved and there is a reported short-
term shortage of core logs in P. Malaysia.

byo0,
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rindo"esi"" Plywood

It is reported that APKmDO, counting on favorable prices
and stronger demand, plans to increase the volume of its
plywood exports in September. Currently improved prices
were recorded in almost all of Indonesia's 13 in a, jor markets,
including the Us, Canada, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan P. 0. C. ,
Japan S, Korea, South East Asia and the Middle East.

Brazil
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The domestic market improved in the first three weeks of
this month but has slowed once more, Demand for Virola PIv
remains stable and the demand for decorative plywood I"
expected to improve, All across the board improvement is
being predicted by the trade, the market usually picks up in
the period July to November.
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As a product in the Brazilian market, MDF is getting stronger,
Several producers have been holding promotional seminars
to show the advantages of the product. Demand has been
growing but prices have been falling as European shippers
have entered the market.
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The first shipment of A^inF from Sarawak to Japan is expected
during August.
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Prices of Added Value Products

rindo"esi"

Mat"ysi"

F1, rinit"re

Demand for wooden furniture continues to be healthy. Interest
has been particularly strong from buyers in S. Korea, the
Middle East and Australia but less so from the traditional Us
market.
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f"domesin

J"ki, rt"-L, * foest cogst Us, ,)
J"kq, t". NY(^:", t co"s LISA)a I

G"@""

Taiwan Province of China Province of China/West Coast

USA, Us$1950 per 40ft Container.
Taiwan Province of China Province of China?East Coast

USA, Us $2400 per 40ft container.

Bundled Sawiiwood

Ghana to Europe (kittyerp~Hamburg), Us $65 to Us $83 per
Cu. in depending on quantity and the buyers' relation with
the shipping lines.

Containers

Containerized sawnwood and other products from Ghana for
N, European Ports
Us $2070 for a 20ft container
Us $3730 for a 40ft container

DSS2,800
DSS4,200

Consumers Report

Report From Japan

ratw, rin Province of China

Record h^g, fo i"!ports of plywood

40ft. container

West Coast USA from Taiwan Province China Us $1950
East Coast USA from Taiwan Province China Us$ 2400

Recently released figures reveal that plywood imports during
May were a record higli of 471,000 Cu. in. This surpassed
the high 428,000 Cu. in in January this year. Of the total for
May, 299,000 Cu. in came from Malaysia, up I I%. Softwood
plywood from Canada was up 108% to 40,000 Cu. in. The
total forthe first 5 months of the year now stands at 2,038,000
Cu. in, up 14%. 1,332,000 Cu, in from Indonesia, up 8.2%
and 499,000 Cu. in from Malaysia, up 28% and 133,000 Cu. in
from Canada, up 32%.

Malaysi,

Bundled Sawnwood

Malaysia to Rotterdam Us $42 per Cu. in.

40 ft. container

Malaysia to West Coast USA at Us $2500
Malaysia to East Coast USA Us $3150
Malaysia to Ports in Taiwan Province of China Us $535

Jinportedp4, woodprices

During the month NIPPll. IDO, the import agent for plywood
from Indonesia, raised the price for half-inch plywood by 20
yen per sheet at the time the Yen was up to I I O Yen to the
dollar. Their price to buyers was Yen 1,170-1,180, on- truck
at dock. The price was Yen 1,240-1,260 delivered to
wholesalers. Exporter prices for July shipment plywood are
Us$450 per Cu. in, C and F Japan, JAS, down Us$15. The
price for thin plywood and plywood for flooring has remained
unchanged.

Port Klang I Ports of Taiwan Province of China Province of
China

UsD 42 per Cu. in Bundled Sauniwood
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News From Japan

11

J, !,,"" 's Economy

Japan is currently enjoying a moderate economic recovery.
The index of industrial production, a general measure of
economic activity, is on the increase. Listed companies appear
to have marked their second consecutive year of strong profit
growth in fiscal 1995, with manufacturers leading the way.
This good news has been further bolstered by the quarterly
survey of business sentiment taken in May 1996 by the Bank
of Japan. In the May survey, or tankan, the diffusion index
of business conditions - the difference between the percentage
of businesses that expect conditions to worsen and those that
see improvement - was a negative 6% for principal enterprises
in all industries. While that is still in negative territory, it
represents a dramatic reduction in pessimism, The reason
for the current strength is that domestic demand has begun to
stage a comeback

Government spending, which at one point ran out of stream,
is now leading the economy. That is, primarily, because of
the stimulus package introduced last September, the effects
of which are now making themselves manif^st. The package
was valued at more than Yen 14 trillion.

11

Corporate ECr"tings

It should be pointed out that, despite the infusion of financ. ,
the reason the Japanese economy has been so uncertain during
this recovery period is that medium-term structural factors
are in many cases preventing expanding demand from
translating into better corporate earnings results and, because
of this, the main engines of the economy - capital investment
and consumer spending - have been slow to ignite.

One of the main factors is the fact that the large differences
between domestic and foreign prices, the increased production
capacity in Asian countries is resulting in a sharp expansion
in manufactured imports, which is capping domestic sales
volume growth, During fiscal 1995, about 60% of the increase
in aggregate demand for manufactured goods was met by
increased imports. The influx of lower-cost imports is
subjecting domestic finished goods to strong competition.

Vol. IN013 July1996

The O"t!o0k

The Japanese economy is enjoying a moderate recovery, but
it is not a strong one brought on by structural reform and will
not develop into an autonomous private-sector-led recovery.
The boost to corporate earnings from the eXchange rate

Tropical Timber Marketlnfonnatio
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correction will run its course and public investment will lose
steam. Therefore, the growth of the economy is likely to
begin slowing down in the second half of fiscal 1996.
Assuming that the outlook for corporate earnings presented
here is correct, it is hard to see an expansion of domestic,
private-sector, demand.

To sum up, the high Yen and last year's economic stimulus
will enable the economy to continue to recover, but Japan
will still be subject to heavy structural adjustment pressures
that will prevent domestic private-sector demand (capital
investingnt and consumer spending) from any fast expansion.
In the second half of fiscal 1996, when the eXchange rate
ceases to boost profits and public investment loses steam,
the economy may undergo a pronounced slowdown.
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N","ratFi"e Fromg, ,Side of Open"it
ply, 1700^, Z16x39x75cm

rein 35,800

"

@.

From Europe, An Update on Italy

Italian industry appears to be responding to the confidence
brought back into Italian politics by the recently fbrrned
coalition government. With GDP growth estimates now
suggesting a 2.6% annual growth in 1996, the economic
projections are looking better.

Vol. IN013 July 1996

The weakness of the lira contributed to an increase in Italian

exports in 1995 which reached a level of Lira 343 Billion (up
+52% on 1994). Of particular interest has been the growth in
the kitchen furniture sector. In recently released data it
appearsthatin 1995 the Italian production of kitchen furniture
reached 3,640 billion lira (+9.8% on 1995 at current prices)
Production increased particularly in the low and middle
market range. Exports increased by 52% in value (+36% in
quality)to 343 billionlira, whileimportswereworth 30billion
lira, It is worth noting that the kitchen furniture production
sector is retiler concentrated with 4 companies producing over
15% of the total output.

10 Tropical Timber Marketlnfonnation
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Coinp""y News

Scavolini, the Italian kitchen furniture manufacturer, increased
its turnover by 9% to 168 billion lira last year, domestic sales
accounted for 157 billion lira, while exports were worth 9.5 billion
and pre-tax profits exceeded 10 billion. A few months ago
Scarolini took over 95% of Einesto Meda from Nicolini Spa.

Ratfaele Gaetani, an Italian company located in Lecce, has signed
a letter of intent with Shandong Stone Industry Association to set
up ajoirit venture to produce marble kitchen and bathroom filmittire
in China,

Prices jin Italy

For the past two months the Italian furniture manufacturing sector
has been predicting that conditions in the market would improve
to such an extent that some price improvement would be possible.
Finally conditions have improved and the industry is reporting
modest price increases.

F"rinit"re ",, d Coinpo, ,e", s

Woode" Windows

Solid 11'o0de" Doors
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M@"lad"g
rangeredit, ,init Lire 8,870perLii, Mere

Newsf. om Other E, ,raye",, Co""tr, es

In recently released data from the UN it appears that in 1994
Eastern and Central European countries provided 6% of the
total world exports offurniture. Poland was the 12th largest
exporting country in the world with exports valued at Us$895
million followed by Romania, Slovenia, Croatia, Hungary
and Bulgaria. The potential for growth of exports to W.
Europe is tremendous as can be deduced from the expansion
of sales by Hungary (up 128%) at Us$176mil. and those of
Poland at Us $122mji. ' *, 0 ^ s

I, *

significantly increasing, exports of wood and furniture are
declining, due to raw material problems: the lack of a
coordinated forestry policy, high incidence of forest fires,
and the small average size of operators.

Finnish furniture exports declined by 11% to Fink 1.4 billion
last year, while imports were worth Fink 0.7 billion (+3.5%).
The decline in exports was due to currency-rate fluctuation
and the stagnating economic situation of the main export
markets.

131^\^ \;$!. . '*,
Klaipedo^'^aidai;,^ Lith\Ianian furniture producer with a staff
of 480, has incre^:Sea'its shii'recapitalby Lt. 7.4 million to Lt.
8.16 million The company's. monthly outputs has increased
to Lt. 2.6 million and in May 1996 it made profits worth Lt.
250,000. 1<1aipedos Baldai manufactures kitchen, hall and
bedroom furniture which is sold both in Lithuania and other

East European countries, while single pieces of furniture are
exported to Belgium. In 1996 the company's turnover is
expected to exceed Lt. 21 million turnover in 1995.

IIS Industry Report

The economic indicators of the state of the Us economy are
generally very positive. The Us Federal Reserve continues
to maintain a close grip on the economy. Since January 1996
long tern interest rates have increased by over I% to slow
GDP to around 2.2%. This has resulted in a rise in mortgage
rates (now at around 8%) and housing starts are forecast to
come down from the 1.5 ini!. Starts recorded in May.

Prices for American hardwoods appear to have bottomed out
but they are still close to the lowest point for the past 12
months.

.

Last year, the German timber industry's turnover decreased
by 2% to DM7S. 6 billion and static business is expected in
1996. Furniture accounted forDM42.9 billion of the sector's

overalltumover; the construction"related segment and wood-
based materials accounted for DM14.6 billion and DM7.3

billion respectively. Employees in the sector were 314,638
(-3%),

According to the president of AIMAP (the Portuguese
association of the wood and wood products sector), the
Portuguese wood, sector is in danger of disappearing, if the
government doesn't take measures to solve its problems. The
trade bylance is still favorable but, while imports are

ICO, ,gh Son",^'@rd, 1.0 dL"", bar
Appal"chic" Red Ock
ki!" dried!, F', 48

DSS1,400 per MB
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Dressed HardwoodL"", bar

North limeric",, S^, ecies
lipp"!"chin, , 0"k
plumed 2 sides

Hcrdi"o
.

,", e

Us$1,526perM;BF

St
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In previous reports it appears that the price indications for
both genuine Mahogany and Philippine Mahogany have been
overstated by between 10-15%. At presentkiln dried genuine
Mahogany trades at the Us eastcoast for between Us$2575-
2585per MBF (25mm top grade). The price of Philippine
Mahogany is around 13% lower at Us $2245per unF. The
trend in prices over the past months can be gauged from the
data below.

Plywood and Veneer

,,,,

", DJ ,

If, ,

, ,

,

,
,

,
,,,

IJF

,, ,

,, J,

M^y R. ice I'mc^formh^ ar^ ^, Ii^ire
'thingary

130

110

Reconstituted Boards

With the exception of plywood, which derived considerable
strength from the growth in the housing market, other wood
panels perlomied similar to the lumber market with prices at
historically lowlevels, Whileiridustr'y analysts are expressing
the view that the panel market has bottomed out they arL
quick to point out that this does not cover MDF where further
falls are likely.

PCrticleb@"r

I'"dustrt"18, r"de boar 4'x 8'x 314"
So", h C^"tr",;, legio"

DSS28@per ZooO sqJi

Medium De"sky Fibreboard
I'"dustri@187"a'e board, 4 ' x 8 ' x 314 "

Li, ^$359per Z 00 39.1t
90

70

50
I^Ii ,I^

aru^V

''" ,,, by

R',. usIC^
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Millwork

All millwork products (mouldings, windows and doors) have
benefited from the rising residential housing market. Doors
and mouldings seem to have recouped the price erosion whic
occurred during the second and third quarters of 1995.

wood in, ,tow units
Wood sliding window Do"big 81, !$3e, ^,
I^, per^@we s th cam be titled. 32 .^ 54

Us$81.50
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Loyale Merchant, a grade of log parcelLM

FOB Free-on~Board

SSQ Select Sawmill Quality
Air DryAD

Boule A Log Sawn Through and Through
the boards from one log are bundled
together

BB/CC Grade B faced and Grade C backed

Plywood
MBF 1000 Board Feet

Sq. Ft Square Foot
FFR French Franc

Koku 0,278 Cu, in or 120BF

libbrevi@lions

V01.11,1013 July1996

Cu. in Cubic Metre

SQ Sanmill Quality
Kiln DryKD

FAS Sawnwood Grade First and

Second

WBP Water and Boil Proof

lvU^. Moisture Resistant

per piecePC
eachea

BF Board Foot

MDF Medium Density Fibreboard
F. CFA CFA Franc
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